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This papery presentsy az study{ aimingz to| find out} the| best~ strate{ gy to| de v elop
az fastz andz accuratez HMM tagger| when only} az limited amountz of} training|
material is az v ailable.z This is az crucial factorz when dealing with languages for
which small{ annotatedz material is not easily az v ailable.z
First, we de v elop some{ e xperiments in English, using WSJ corpus asz az
test-bench| to| establish the| dif ferences caused by~ the| use of} lar ge or} az small{
train| set.{ Then, we porty the| resultsŁ to| de v elop anz accuratez Spanish PoS tagger|
using az limited amountz of} training| data.
Dif ferent configurations of} az HMM tagger| arez studied.{ Namely , trigram|
andz 4-gram models arez tested,| asz well asz dif ferent smoothing{ techniques.|
The performancey of} each configuration depending on} the| size{ of} the| training|
corpus is tested| in order} to| determine the| most appropriatez setting{ to| de v elop
HMM PoS taggers| for languages with reduced amountz of} corpus az v ailable.z
1 Intr oduction
PoS Tagging is a need for most of Natural Language applications such as Suma-
rization, Machine T ranslation, Dialogue systems, etc. and the basis of man y  higher¡
lev¢ el NLP processing£ tasks. It is also used¤ to obtain annotated corpora¥ combining¥
automatic tagging with¦ human
¡
supervision. These corpora¥ may be used¤ for§ lin-¨






PoS tagging has been largely© studied and many  systems de¬ v¢ eloped. There are
some statistical implementations
­
such as those presented£ in­ [1, 2,® 3, 4]¯ and some
knowledge-based¦ taggers (finite-state, rule-based, memory based) [5, 6° , 7± ].² There
are also some systems that combine¥ dif¬ ferent implementations with¦ a v¢ oting pro-£
cedure.¥
This w¦ ork presents£ a thorough study aiming to establish which¦ is the most
appropiate w¦ ay to train a HMM³ PoS´ tagger when¦ dealing¬ with¦ languages¨ with¦ a
limited amount of training corpora.¥ To do¬ so, we¦ compare¥ dif¬ ferent smoothing
techniques and dif¬ ferent§ order HMMs.³
Experiments are performed£ to determine¬ the performance£ of the best configu-¥
ration when¦ the tagger is
­
trained with¦ a lar¨ ge© Englishµ corpus¥ (1 million w¦ ords from§
WSJ),¶ and comparing¥ the results with¦ those for§ a training corpus¥ ten times smaller.
Then, the e xperiments for the small train corpus¥ are repeated in another language
(Spanish), v¢ alidating the conclusions.¥ The tested HMM³ configurations¥ v¢ ary on the
order of the model (3 and 4 order HMMs are tested) and in the smoothing technique
(Lidstone’s la¨ w¦ vs.· Linear¸ Interpolation)¹ used¤ to estimate model parameters.£
Section 2 presents£ the theoretical basis of a HMM and the dif¬ ferent smoothing
techniques used¤ in­ this w¦ ork. Section 3 shows¦ the realized e xperimentsº and the
obtained results. Section 4 states some conclusions¥ and further w¦ ork.
2 Hidden Marko v» Models
W¶ e will¦ be using¤ Hidden Marko v¢ Models Part-of-Speech taggers of order three and
four
§
. Depending on the order of the model, the states represent pairs£ or triples of
tags, and ob viously¢ , the numberª of parameters£ to estimate v¢ aries lar¨ gely© . The pa-£
rameters of such models are initial state probabilities,£ state transition probabilities£
and emission probabilities.£ That is:­
¼ ½ ¾ ¿ À Á Â ¾ Ã ½ Ä
is the probability£ that a sequence starts at state Å Æ ,
Ç È É Ê Ë Ì Í Î Ï Ð Ê Ñ É Ò Í Î Ê Ñ È Ó
is
­
the transition probability£ from§ the state Ô to the state Õ (i.e. trigram probability£
Ö × Ø Ù Ú Ø Û Ø Ü Ý
in a 3 Þ ß order model, or 4-gram probability£ à á â ã ä â å â æ â ç è in a four-gram
HMM), and é ê ë ì í î ï ë ð ñ ò ó ê í
is
­
the emission probability£ of the symbol ô õ from§ state ö ÷ .
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In the PoS task model, the emitted symbols are the observ ed w¦ ords and the
observ ed sequence is­ a complete¥ sentence. Giù v¢ en a sentence, we¦ w¦ ant to choose¥
the most likely sequence of states (i.e. PoS tags) that generated© it. This is computed¥
using¤ the Vú iterbi algorithm [8].²
2.1û Pü arameter Estimationý
The simplest w¦ ay to estimate the HMM³ parameters£ is­ Maximum Lik¸ elihood Esti-µ
mation (MLE), which¦ consists¥ in computing¥ the relativ¢ e frequency  of each obser -
v¢ ation: þ
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For the case¥ of the HMM we¦ hav¢ e to compute¥ this probability£ estimation for
each initial
­
state, transition or emission in
­
the training data:¬
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ActuallyV , computing¥ W X Y Z [ in­ this w¦ ay is­ quite\ dif¬ ficult] because the numberª
of occurrences of a single w¦ ord will¦ be too small to pro£ vide¢ enough statistical
e vidence,¢ so Bayes^ rule is­ used¤ to compute¥ _ ` a b c as:
d e f g h i j f k l m n e h i
j f n e m k l h j f k l h
o p q r s
where:¦
t u v w x y z { | } ~
u v w x
           
Ł
    
        
           
Since         w¦ ould also require lots of data¬ to be properly£ estimated, we¦
approximate it­ as   ¡ ¢ £ ¤ ¥ ¦ , where¦ § is­ the last¨ tag in­ the ¨ -gram corresponding¥ to
the state. Similarly, © ª « ¬ ­ is­ approximated as ® ¯ ° ± .
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2.2 Smoothing
MLE is usually¤ a bad estimator for NLP purposes,£ since data¬ tends to be sparse1.
This leads¨ to zero³ probabilities£ being assigned to unseen¤ e v¢ ents, causing¥ troubles
when¦ multiplying probabilities.£
T o solve this sparseness problem£ it­ is­ necessaryª to look¨ for§ estimators that
assign a part£ of the probability£ mass to the unseen¤ e v¢ ents. To do¬ so, there are many 
dif¬ ferent smoothing techniques, all of them consisting¥ of decreasing¬ the probability£
assigned to the seen e v¢ ents and distrib¬ uting¤ the remaining mass among the unseen¤
e v¢ ents. In¹ this w¦ ork tw o smoothing methods are compared:¥ Lidstone’¸ s la¨ w¦ and
Linear¸ Interpolation.¹
2.2.1 Laplace and´ Lidstone’sµ Law
The oldest smoothing technique is­ Laplace’¸ s la¨ w¦ [9],² that consists¥ in­ adding one to
all the observ ations. That means that all the unseen¤ e v¢ ents will¦ ha¡ v¢ e their proba-£
bility computed¥ as if the y  had appeared once in the training data.¬ Since one obser -
v¢ ation for§ each e v¢ ent (seen or unseen)¤ is­ added, the numberª of dif¬ ferent§ possible£
observ ations ( ¶ )· has to be added to the number of real observ ations ( ¸ ),· in order
to maintain the probability£ normalised.ª
¹ º » ¼ ½ ¾ ¿ À Á Â Ã Ä
¼ ½ Å Æ ¾
Ç È É
Howe¦ v¢ er , if the space is large© and v¢ ery sparse –and thus the number of possible£
e v¢ ents ( Ê )· may be similar to (or e v¢ en lar¨ ger© than) the numberª of observ ed e v¢ ents–
Laplace’s law¦ gi© v¢ es them too much probability£ mass.
AV possible£ alternati v¢ e is­ Lidstone’¸ s la¨ w¦ (see [10]² for§ a detailed¬ e xplanationº on
these and other smoothing techniques) which¦ generalises© Laplace’s and allo ws¦ to
add an arbitrary v¢ alue to unseen¤ e v¢ ents. So, for§ a relati v¢ ely lar¨ ge© numberª of unseen¤
e v¢ ents, we¦ can¥ choose¥ to add v¢ alues lo¨ wer¦ than 1. FË or a relati v¢ ely small numberª of
unseen¤ e v¢ ents, we¦ may choose¥ 1, or e v¢ en larger© v¢ alues, if we¦ hav¢ e a large© number
of observ ations ( Ì ).·
Í Î Ï Ð Ñ Ò Ó Ô Õ Ö × Ø
Ð Ñ Ò Ù Ú
Û Ü Ý Þ
Þ ß à
To use¤ Laplace’s or Lidstone’s laws¦ in a HMM-based tagger we¦ hav¢ e to smooth
all probabilities£ inv¢ olv ed in the model:
á â ã ä å æ ç è é ê
â
é è
ã ë ì ì í î ï
ð ñ ò ó ô õ ö ÷ ó ô ÷ ó ð ÷ ö ø ù ú û ü ý þ ß
1Following  Zipf’s law: a word’ s frequency is inv ersely proportional to its rank order
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where¦ R S T U is
­
the numberª of possible£ tags and V W is­ the numberª of w¦ ords in­ the
v¢ ocab ulary¤ (obviously¢ , we¦ can¥ only approximate this quantity).\
Since there are dif¬ ferent§ counts¥ in­ v¢ olv ed in­ each probability£ , we¦ ha¡ v¢ e to con-¥
sider dif¬ ferent X v¢ alues for each formula. In the case¥ of Laplace’s law¦ , all Y are
set to 1, b ut¤ when¦ using¤ Lidstone’¸ s, we¦ w¦ ant to determine¬ which¦ is­ the best set of
Z
, and ho¡ w¦ the y  v¢ ary depending¬ on the train set size. This is­ further§ discussed¬ in­
section 3.1.
2.2.2 Linear Interpolation[
AV more sophisticated smoothing technique consists¥ of linearly¨ combine¥ the esti-
mations for dif¬ ferent order \ -grams:
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where¦ k l m l n o to normaliseª the probability£ . AlthoughV the v¢ alues for§ p q can¥
be determined¬ in many  dif¬ ferent w¦ ays, in this w¦ ork the y  are estimated by deleted¬
interpolation
­
as described¬ in­ [4].² This technique assumes that the r s v¢ alues don’¬ t
depend¬ on the particular£ t -gram and computes¥ the weights¦ depending¬ on the counts¥
for each u -gram inv¢ olv ed in the interpolation.
3v Experimentsw andx Resultsy
The main purpose£ of this w¦ ork is
­
to study the beha viour¢ of dif¬ ferent§ configurations¥
for a HMM-based PoS tagger , in order to determine¬ the best choice¥ to de¬ v¢ elop
taggers for languages with¦ scarce annotated corpora¥ a v¢ ailable.
First,Ë we¦ will¦ e xploreº dif¬ ferent§ configurations¥ when¦ a lar¨ ge© amount of training
corpus¥ is a v¢ ailable. The e xperiments will¦ be performed£ on English, using¤ 1.1 mil-
lion
¨
w¦ ords from§ the W¶ all Street Journalz corpus.¥ Then, the same configurations¥ will¦
be e xplored when¦ the training set is reduced to 100,000 w¦ ords.
Later¸ , the beha viour¢ on the reduced train set will¦ be v¢ alidated on a manually
de¬ v¢ eloped 100,000 w¦ ord corpus¥ for Spanish [11].²
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The tested configurations¥ v¢ ary on the order of the used¤ HMM (trigram or 4-
gram),© and on the smoothing technique applied (Lidstone’s la¨ w¦ or Linear¸ Interpo-¹
lation).
All the e xperiments are done¬ using¤ ten fold cross-v¥ alidation. In each fold, 90%|
of the corpus¥ is used¤ to train the tagger and the rest to test it.
In the following¦ sections, we¦ present£ the beha viour¢ of the dif¬ ferent HMM con-¥
figurations] for§ English,µ both with¦ a lar¨ ge© and a small corpus.¥ AfterV , we¦ repeat the
tests using¤ a small corpus¥ for Spanish.




¡ been e xplainedº in­ section 2.2.1,® when¦ Lidstone’¸ s la¨ w¦ is­ used¤ in­ a HMM³
tagger , there are four§  v¢ alues to consider¥ . Changing these v¢ alues significantly
af fects the precision£ of the system.
Thus, before comparing¥ this smoothing technique with¦ another , we¦ ha¡ v¢ e to
select the set of  that yields  the best tagger performance.£ After performing£ some
e xperiments,º we¦ observ ed that   is­ the only parameter£ that significantly af fects§
the beha viour¢ of the system. Modifying the other three v¢ alues didn’¬ t change¥ the
system precision£ in
­
a significant w¦ ay . So   ,   , and Ł  were¦ set to some v¢ alues
determined¬ as follows:¦
–   is the assigned count¥ for unobserv¤ ed initial states. Since initial states
depend¬ only on the tag of the first w¦ ord in the sentence, and the tag set
we¦ are using¤ is
­
quite\ reduced (about 40¯ tags), we¦ may consider¥ that in­ a
1,000,000 w¦ ord corpus,¥ at least¨ one sentence will¦ start with¦ each tag. So,
we¦ will¦ count¥ one occurrence for unseen¤ e v¢ ents (i.e. we¦ are using¤     ,
Laplace’¸ s la¨ w¦ , for§ this case).¥ When¶ the corpus¥ is­ ten times smaller, we¦ will¦
use¤ a proportional£ rate of occurrence (       ).·
–   is
­
the count¥ assigned to the unseen¤ states. Since we¦ approximate     
by    ¡ ¢ (see section 2.1),® the possible£ e v¢ ents are the numberª of tags in­ the
tag set, and we¦ can¥ reason as abo v¢ e, assuming at least¨ one occurrence of
each tag in a 1,000,000 w¦ ord corpus¥ (again, Laplace’s law¦ , £ ¤ ¥ ¦ ),· and a
proportional£ v¢ alue for the small corpus¥ ( § ¨ © ª « ¬ )·
– ­ ® is
­
the count¥ assigned to the unseen¤ w¦ ords. Ob¯ viously¢ , enforcing that each
possible£ w¦ ord will¦ appear at least once w¦ ould tak e too many  probability£ mass
out of seen e v¢ ents (English v¢ ocab ulary¤ is­ about 100,000 forms,§ which¦ w¦ ould
represent 10% of a 1 million w¦ ord corpus),¥ so we¦ adopt a more conserv¥ ati v¢ e




ge© corpus,¥ and the proportional£ v¢ alue ¶ · ¸ ¹ º ¹ »
for the small one.
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After setting these three ½ v¢ alues, we¦ hav¢ e to select the best v¢ alue for ¾ ¿ .
W¶ e will¦ repeatedly use¤ hill-climbing¡ with¦ dif¬ ferent§ starting v¢ alues and step lengths¨
( À Á ),· and choose¥ the v¢ alue that produces£ better results.
In table 1 the results of this hill-climbing algorithm using¤ the whole¦ English
corpus¥ (1 million of w¦ ords) are presented.£ Table 2 show¦ the same results for the
100.000 w¦ ords English corpus.¥
Trigram HMM 4-gram HMM
Initial¹ Â Ã Initial¹ FinalË Initial¹ FinalË
Ä Å
precision£ precision£ Æ Ç precision£ precision£ È É
0.05Ê 0.01Ê 96.98| 97.00| 0.22Ê 96.72| 96.88| 0.28Ê
0.05Ê 0.005Ê 96.98| 96.99| 0.085Ê 96.72| 96.81| 0.125Ê
0.5Ê 0.1Ê 97.008| 97.009| 0.6Ê 96.91| 96.93| 1.0
0.5Ê 0.05Ê 97.008| 97.009| 0.4Ê 96.91| 96.93| 0.95Ê
1.0 0.5Ê 97.00| 97.01Ë 0.5Ê 96.93| 96.94Ë 1.5
1.0 0.1Ê 97.00| 97.01Ë 0.6Ê 96.93| 96.93| 1.0
Table 1: Precision obtained with¦ the hill-climbing algorithm on the complete¥ En-
glish© corpus¥
T rigram HMM³ 4-gram¯ HMM³
Initial Ì Í Initial Final Initial Final
Î Ï
precision£ precision£ Ð Ñ precision£ precision£ Ò Ó
0.05Ê 0.01Ê 96.56| 96.63| 0.09Ê 95.79| 96.30| 0.33Ê
0.05Ê 0.005Ê 96.56| 96.63| 0.1Ê 95.79| 96.20| 0.2Ê
0.5Ê 0.1Ê 96.69| 96.69| 0.5Ê 96.36| 96.43| 0.8Ê
0.5Ê 0.05Ê 96.69| 96.69| 0.5Ê 96.36| 96.43| 0.75Ê
1.0 0.5Ê 96.70| 96.70| 1.0 96.44| 96.51Ë 3.5
1.0 0.1Ê 96.70| 96.71Ë 0.9Ê 96.44| 96.46| 1.2
Table 2: Precision obtained with¦ the hill-climbing algorithm on the reduced English
corpus¥
As it w¦ as e xpected, when¦ using¤ a small corpus¥ the precision£ falls, specially
when¦ a 4-gram HMM is used,¤ since the e vidence¢ to estimate the model is insuffi-
cient.¥ This point£ is­ discussed¬ in­ section 3.3.
These results show¦ that the v¢ alue selected for Ô Õ is an important factor when¦
using¤ this smoothing technique. AsV can¥ be seen in­ table 2,® the precision£ of the
tagger v¢ aries up¤ 0.7%Ê depending¬ on the v¢ alue used¤ for Ö × .
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After performing£ the hill climbing¥ search, we¦ choose¥ the Ù Ú that gi© v¢ es better
results in
­
each case,¥ as the optimal parameter£ to use¤ with¦ this smoothing technique.
So, for the whole¦ corpus¥ using¤ a Trigram HMM, Û Ü is set to 0.6Ê and the tagger
yields  a precision£ of 97.01%,| while¦ if we¦ use¤ a 4-gram HMM, Ý Þ ß à á â leads
to a precision£ of 96.94%.| When¶ the e xperiments are performed£ o v¢ er the reduced
corpus,¥ the best results are obtained with¦ ã ä å æ ç è for a trigram HMM (96.71%)
and with¦ é ê ë ì í î for§ a 4-gram¯ model (96.51%).
3.2} Applying Linear Interpolation
The performance£ of the taggers when¦ using¤ Linear Interpolation to smooth the
probability£ estimations has¡ been also tested. In¹ this case,¥ the coef¥ ficients] ï ð are
found§ via¢ the deleted¬ interpolation­ algorithm (see section 2.2.2).®
When¶ using¤ Linear Interpolation, the precision£ obtained by the system with¦ the
whole¦ corpus¥ is­ 97.00%| with¦ a trigram HMM,³ and 97.02%| with¦ a 4-gram¯ HMM.³
For the reduced corpus¥ the precision£ falls slightly and we¦ obtain 96.84%| for the
trigram model and 96.71%| for§ the 4-gram¯ HMM.³
The results obtained using¤ Linear Interpolation and a trigram model should
reproduce those reported by [4], where¦ the maximum precision£ reached by the
system on WSJ¶ is 96.7%.| In our case¥ we¦ obtain a higher precision£ because we¦
are assuming the nonexistence of unkno¤ wn¦ w¦ ords (i.e. the dictionary¬ contains¥ all
possible£ tags for§ all w¦ ords appearing in­ the test set. Obñ viously¢ , w¦ ord-tag frequenc§ y 
information from the test corpus¥ is not used¤ when¦ computing¥ ò ó ô õ ö ÷ ø ù ).·
3.3} Bestú Configuration fû or Englishý
Best^ results obtained for§ each HMM³ tagger configuration¥ are summarized in­ ta-
ble 3. Results are gi© v¢ en both for the large© and small corpus.¥
1,1 Mworü dý Englishþ corpusß
Lidstone’s law¦ Linear Interpolation
trigram 97.01%| 97.00%|
4-gram 96.94%| 97.02%Ë
100 Kwor  d English corpus
Lidstone’s law¦ Linear Interpolation
trigram 96.71%| 96.84%Ë
4-gram 95.51%| 96.71%|
T able 3: Obtainedñ results for§ all HMM³ PoS´ tagger configurations¥ using¤ lar¨ ge© and
small sections of WSJ¶ corpus¥
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Comparing the results for the tw o smoothing methods used¤ with¦ dif¬ ferent order
models, we¦ can¥ dra¬ w¦ the follo§ wing¦ conclusions:¥
– In general,© Linear Interpolation produces£ taggers with¦ higher precision£ than
using¤ Lidstone’¸ s la¨ w¦ .
– For the case¥ of the large© corpus,¥ the results are not significantly dif¬ ferent
for an y  combination¥ of  -gram order and smoothing technique. While¶ for
the reduced corpus¥ it­ is­ clearly¥ better to use¤ a trigram model than a 4-gram¯
HMM, and Linear Interpolation yields  slightly better results.
– Using Linear¸ Interpolation¹ has¡ the benefit that the in­ v¢ olv ed coef¥ ficients] are
computed¥ using¤ the training data¬ via¢ deleted¬ interpolation, while¦ for Lid-
stone’s la¨ w¦ the precision£ is­ v¢ ery dependent¬ on the   v¢ alue, which¦ has¡ to be
costly¥ optimised (e.g. via¢ hill-climbing).
3.4} Behaviour in Spanish
The same e xperimentsº performed£ for§ the Englishµ corpus¥ were¦ performed£ with¦ a
Spanish corpus¥ (the CLiC-T ALP Corpus 2)· which¦ has about 100,000 w¦ ords. This
corpus¥ is manually v¢ alidated so, although it is small, it is more accurately tagged
than WSJ.¶
In this case¥ the tagger relies on FreeLing morphological analyser [12]² instead
of using¤ a dictionary¬ b uilt¤ from§ the corpus.¥ Ne v¢ ertheless, the situation is­ compa-¥
rable to the English e xperiments abo v¢ e: Since the corpus¥ and the morphological
analyser ha
¡
v¢ e been hand-de¡ v¢ eloped and cross-check¥ ed, the y  are mutually consis-¥
tent, and so we¦ don’¬ t ha¡ v¢ e to care¥ about unkno¤ wn¦ w¦ ords in­ the test corpus.¥
3.4.1	 A
 pplying[ Lidstone’ sµ Law
In¹ the same w¦ ay than for§ the Englishµ corpus,¥ a hill-climbing¡ search is­ performed£ to
study the influence of   v alue in the precision of the system. The   ,   and  
v alues are fix] ed to the same v alues used forﬀ the reducedﬁ WSJ.¶
Table 4 showsﬂ the results of these e xperiments. The bestﬃ   for the trigram
HMM³ is
! " # $ % & '
, yielding( a precision of 96.85%.| The) bestﬃ v alue forﬀ a 4-gram¯
model is * + , - . / , whichﬂ produces a precision of 96.22%|
2
0
more information in http://www.lsi.upc.es/˜nlp/
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T1 rigram2 HMM³ 4-gram¯ HMM³
Initial3 4 5 Initial3 FinalË Initial3 FinalË
6 7
precision8 precision8 9 : precision8 precision8 ; <
0.05Ê 0.01Ê 96.54| 96.68| 0.18Ê 95.49| 96.00| 0.35Ê
0.05Ê 0.005Ê 96.54| 96.58| 0.065Ê 95.49| 95.82| 0.15Ê
0.5Ê 0.1Ê 96.79| 96.80| 0.5Ê 96.06| 96.16| 1.6
0.5Ê 0.05Ê 96.79| 96.81| 0.55Ê 96.06| 96.14| 1.05
1.0 0.5Ê 96.80| 96.85Ë 1.5 96.14| 96.22Ë 2.5®
1.0 0.1Ê 96.80| 96.84| 1.1 96.14| 96.16| 1.6
Table= 4: Precision obtained with> the? hill-climbing algorithm= on the? Spanish corpus@
3.4.2	 A
 pplying[ Linear InterA polation[
The coef@ ficients for Linear Interpolation are= computed@ for Spanish in the? same w> ay=
than? for
ﬀ
Englishµ (section 3.2). The1 precision8 of the? obtained taggers? isB 96.90%| forﬀ
the? trigram? HMM and= 96.73%| for the? 4-gram model.
3.4.3	 BestC Configuration fD orE SpanishF
Results for Spanish are= –as it may beG e xpected– similar to? those? obtained with>
the? reduced English corpus.@ Again, w> orking with> a= trigram? HMM giH vI es higher
precision8 than? w> orking with> a= 4-gram¯ one, forﬀ bothG smoothing techniques,? and=
using Linear Interpolation giH vI es a= slightly betterG results than? using Lidstone’s law> .
T1 able= 5J summarizes the? obtained results2 forﬀ bothG smoothing methods.K
100 Kword SpanishL corpus
Lidstone’M s laN w> LinearM Interpolation3
trigram? 96.85%| 96.90%Ë
4-gram 96.22%| 96.73%|
Table= 5:J Obtainedñ results for all= HMM PoS tagger? configurations@ using Spanish
100 Kwords corpus@
NeO vI ertheless, some important remarks can@ beG e xtracted from these? results:
– Competiti vI e HMM taggers? may beG bG uild using relativI ely small train? sets,
which> isB interestingB forﬀ languagesN lackingN larN geH resources.2
– The1 bestG results2 are= obtained using trigram? modelsK and= LinearM Interpolation3
smoothing.
11
– Lidstone’s law> may beG used as= an= alternati= vI e smoothing technique,? bG ut if P Q
is
B
notR tuned,? results2 are= likN ely to? beG significantly loN wer> .
4 Conclusions andx Further WS orkT
W¶ e haU vI e studied hoU w> competiti@ vI e HMM-based³ PoSV taggers? can@ beG deW vI eloped using
relativI ely small training? corpus.@
ResultsX point8 out that? accurate= taggers? can@ beG bG uild pro8 videdI the? appropriate=
smoothing techniques? are= used. Between bothG techniques? studied here, in generalH




LinearM Interpolation3 bG ut Lidstone’M s laN w> can@
reach,2 inB manK yY cases,@ similar precision8 rates2 ifB a= search isB performed8 through? the?
parameter8 space to? find the? most appropriate= Z [ .
The1 modelK proposed8 inB [4]² (trigram tagger? , LinearM Interpolation3 smoothing) isB
not only the? more suitable for bigG training? corpus@ bG ut also= it giH vI es the? bestG results
for
ﬀ
limitedN amounts= of training? data.W
The use of four-gram models may result in a= slight increase in precision8 when>
using lar
N
geH corpus.@ NeO vI ertheless, the? gainH is
B
probably8 notR w> orth the? increaseB inB
comple@ xity and= size of the? model.
Further w> ork to? beG performed8 includes dealingW with> unkno wn> w> ords, and= study
their? influenceB on the? taggers? deW vI eloped on small corpus.@ Also,V we> plan8 to? port8
the? same e xperiments to? other languages (namely, Catalan) to? further vI alidate= the?
conclusions@ of this? paper8 .
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